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Topic 1: Growth 
 

 

Participants 
 
Grp Scribe CEO Participants  Grp Scribe CEO Participants 

1 Esteban 
Camargo 

Don Mills - Alpena Alcona Area CU 
Christy Leslie - Bridge CU 
Glenn Kretchmer - ATL CU 
Corinne Coyle - Advantage CU 
Jennifer Oliver - South Bay CU 

 6 Liz Winninger Charles Papenfus – Inland Valley FCU 
Scott McFarland – Honor CU  
Bret Weekes – eDOC 
Sally Dischler – Heartland CU 
Randy Gailey – Horizon Utah FCU 
Charles Faulkner – Jefferson CU 

2 Barb Cooper JoAnn Sanders – Cheny FCU 
Ernie Jackson – Commstar CU 
Renee DeMarco – Community Driven CU 
Chris Butler – Community CU 
Terri Maloney – Catholic United Financial CU 

 7 Marsha 
Sapino 

Rudy Callen – Kalsee 
Brian Moran – Kenowa Community FCU 
Val Mindak – Park City CU 
Martin Carter – Parkside Credit Union 
Kenneth Scherer – Mountain River CU 

3 Karen 
Sorensen 

Brenda Lippens – Delta County 
Debie Keesee – Spokane Media 
Leo Vaulin – CU*South 
Scott Harriman – Cumberland County 
Bill Burke  – Day Air CU 

 8 Jill Marsh Dat Nguyen – Puget Sound FCU 
Connie Taylor – Rockford Community FCU 
Janelle Higgison – River Valley CU 
Mike Shafer – Pathways Financial FCU 
James Phetteplace – Pensacola Government FCU 
Margaret Burkholt – PrimeSource CU 

4 John 
Beauchamp 

Linda Bodie – Element FCU  
Kim Kniola – First Trust CU 
Cathy Ellis – Meijer CU 

 9 Jim Vilker Dave Wright – Services Center 
Jeff Jorgensen – Sioux Empire 
Todd Powell – Fire Firefighters 

Growth

What tactics are you counting on for growth 
today and in your future?

What is your approach to...

 ... traditional, organic growth?

 ... growth through balance sheet alliances 
and mergers?

 ... growth through finding new opportunities 
in the networked world?

 ... growth through internet strategies 
and tactics?

RK says, “Move to low-cost 
communication tactics, create a buzz 
as often as you can, and respond in 
new channels.  Begin to pivot your 

strategy away from yesterday’s 
standards as quickly as you can.” 

RK says, “Find advantages 
with players like 

CU*Answers that will 
participate in your having a 

financial advantage over 
other credit unions in 
buying a new market.” 

RK says, “Hunt for big opportunities 
and find partners to make 

collaboration a business for things that 
are beyond your reach.” 

RK says, “It’s not technology.  It’s a 
commitment to migrate your priorities to 
this channel.  Budget big and spend the 

money so that any time anyone thinks about 
you, they go to the internet.” 

Notes from the 2013 CEO Roundtable 
At the Frederik Meijer Gardens, November 6, 2013 

 



Mark Richter – First Untied CU  
Kathie Trembath – Detroit Metropolitan CU 
Karolyn Wells – EdCo Community CU 

Chris Olson – Tahquamenon Falls  
Barb Mills – Calcite 
Janet Lintin – Des Moines Police 

5 Julie Gessner Dan Dowsett – Gabriels Community 
Dean Wilson – Focus 
LuAnn Schott – Grand Trunk 
Vickie Schmitzer – Frankenmuth 
Dennis Degenhardt – Glacier Hills 
Kim Futo – Greater Wayne 

 10 Pauline 
VanZalen 

Bryan Myers – Vacationland FCU 
Eva Rasmussen – United Advantage CU 
Sara Redecker – Tri-Cities CU 
Karen Browne – TBA Credit Union 
Scott Collins – Xtend 
Mary Matheson – Wakota FCU 

Group Notes 
The following notes are included exactly as taken by table scribes.  Scribes were instructed to jot down everything that was discussed at the table, with the 
idea that reading the notes would be a little bit like eavesdropping on the conversations. 

Group 1  
(Scribe: Esteban Camargo) 

 
 Bridge's first step to creating growth was to change core processors to CU*Answers in order to offer a 

better virtual branch.  

 Attempting to develop relationships with trucking companies and to assist with attaining commercial 
driver’s licenses.  

 Shared branching is necessary to expand where you can service your members.  

 Starting business lending and participating loans in order to enter that area of growth.  

 ATL started as a SEG based credit union, but has over time had to expand its field of membership to 
achieve better growth. In 2005/6, ATL could sign companies, but not their employees. People in the 
community would show up, but were being turned away. As such, ATL switched to a community charter 
and picked up two different counties.  

 ATL switched from state- to federally-chartered, and the NCUA made ATL switch to a single county. 

 It's difficult at times to explain to incoming potential members what a community chartered credit union 
is, and why they can't always sign up for a membership.  

 We need an effective solution for account opening online.  

 What is the place where you can tell people to come meet you to open an account?  

 South Bay wants to go to a hub model, creating small foot prints in a wider range of areas, rather than a 
centralized branch. But you have to sacrifice the traditional teller model.  

 Do people want to come to these places?  

 Have you thought of partnering with nearby businesses to create mini-offices? Use executive meeting 
spaces for a two-employee shop.  

 None of the credit unions at the table are currently doing this type of branching. 

 South Bay going to sell its building to increase its capital and grow. At 20% loan growth.  

 Did the new lending opportunities also generate new members? Person-to-person interaction is what 
gets members to join (Jennifer). The secret to our success has been communication and marketing. The 
only communication used to be a newsletter. Now we're talking to members.  

 South Bay went to $300,000 in loans to a $1M through our "game"  



 Personability with members isn't exclusive to credit unions, so we have to look for a new approach to 
connecting with members.  

 Each is both trying to add new members, but also increase the members' relationships. Advantage has 
added loan officer incentives to attempt to increase their productivity. Using Xtend for Member Reach 
and Branch XT. Haven't yet taken advantage of the Know Your Members tools to market. In the last few 
years most of our growth is coming from indirect lending. 

 It's worse to call a member that has a loan with BofA that recently refinanced with the credit union. The 
system needs a way to say whether the member has added a loan in the last 60 days with the credit 
union to avoid these situations.  

 Bridge - we're in business to meet the members' needs and so we do student loans to assist them, even 
though it might be a little riskier. 

 None of the credit unions at the table are doing participation loans that are not business loans. South 
Bay is considering doing this with another credit union, by taking 90% of a higher risk auto loan.  

 How can you in the networked world have guidelines for what you'll participate and then see what other 
credit unions in the network are denying to potentially participate? Could it be a regional tool, by state, 
complete free-for-all? 

 How could we then review through the system how those participating loans are behaving?  

 Bridge needs shares. Cheaper to do federal bank borrowing than non-member deposits.  

 Does the Xtend Liquidity Exchange need more advertisements to let credit unions know about it?  

 Alpena Alcona Area was contacted 5 years ago about a merger (incoming). There is a state list for credit 
unions that will take incoming mergers.  

 Reverse-Auctioning of loans. "I don't want to take this loan, but CU x wants me to take it and they'll take 
90%." 

Group 2 
(Scribe: Barb Cooper) 

 
What is your approach to growth through balance sheet alliances and mergers? 

 The word ‘merge’ is still a negative word even though a merge opportunity could be between two 
healthy credit unions. 

 Credit unions are approached for merger opportunities from both auditors and informal networks.  

 NCUA is allowing more merger relationships.  

 Negotiations always occur and generally include the level of delinquency, negative income etc. 
However, there are intangible benefits such as a new geographical location to expand your marketplace. 

 Third party vendor contracts play an important role and being creative in ways to use existing income to 
offset any contract buy-outs exist. Even looking to CU*Answers for a subsidy is an option. 

 ‘Advertise’ that you are willing to consider any merge opportunity, using informal discussions with other 
CU’s, and your local league. You can also build a reputation for successful mergers, therefore 
opportunities come your way. 



 Community chartered credit unions need to manage the competitive environment for the same 
members from other local credit unions. 

 Integrity is key – do what you promised in the negotiations.  

 Managing the emotional side is also key – for staff and CEO of both credit unions, products offered, and 
board member management.  

 Sharing a facility with other credit unions, loan branches, setting up a ‘branch’ in elementary and high 
schools (or other SEG location), using short term leases are all options in making a decision to allocate 
staff and other resources to a new location. 

 Keep the ultimate question of what you can do for the merged members in mind when making any 
merge decision. 

 
What is your approach to growth through finding new opportunities in the networked world? 

 Note* This discussion continued with the ‘branch’ theme.  

 The group thought that network/electronic services are becoming the best way to reach members in 
geographical locations where there is no physical facility.   

 Building a facility can have advantages for marketing if there are no other financial institutions in the 
area. 

 Inheriting a branch from a merge is a different scenario than the decision to physically locate in a new 
area.  

 The group agreed that choosing a facility versus electronic servicing can be a difficult decision when 
weighing the cost/benefits. 

 
General notes: 

 Think about developing ‘sister’ credit unions like cities do. 

 Loan growth through getting to bid on denied loans (especially from the CU*A network)  

 It is a credit union’s job to loan to B, C, and D paper members. Too little delinquency may be a sign of 
excluding these members. 

 The reasoning of using traditional business models and are not more extreme in our growth totals – 
does not result in higher growth. 

 Growing through existing membership participation as opposed to number of memberships could be 
more important in meeting the consumer financial needs. 

 Using and understanding Participation loan portfolios. 

 Keeping Indirect loan memberships. 

 Partnering with other credit unions for mortgage, student loan portfolios – could even become a CUSO 
to add to your income. 

Most extreme ideas: 
 Restructure your lending staff from fixed salary to commission based pay. You need to manage you 

whole staff’s emotional reaction to this . Board reaction was to meet the member needs – even if this 



meant letting loyal employees go. Have a good severance package for those that leave. Need to have 
centralized underwriting with risk based pricing. 

 Honor CU bought a bank branch with its customers.  

 Des Moines Police revitalized the use of members who are prone to ‘spread the word’ in an organized 
Ambassador Club. This is a great tool when you have a closed field of membership (as opposed to a 
community charter).   

Group 3 
(Scribe: Karen Sorensen) 

 
What is your approach to traditional, organic growth?      

 Most of the discussion was about organic growth.  Day Air does not have a problem with growth and 
they grow mostly organically.  They grow every year at about 10% and measure growth by asset size.  
Primary growth strategy is focusing on members that we have.   They focus on mission, vision and core 
values (trust is huge).  They use a term “too big to trust” banks.  His staff remains knowledgeable on 
bank products offering which helps them to stay competitive.    

 Cumberland is traditional organic growth with 5% per year growth.  They participate in a “Young and 
free program” with a group of CUs.  They have a contest that results in hiring a person between ages 18-
24 for an internship.  Their job is to travel across the state, visit festivals and community activities, keep 
up with social media, etc.   A group of CUs also went together with a program called CU Promise.  It is a 
participation loan program (purchases only) that competes with Fannie and Freddie, get 5% of any loan 
written.   

 Spokane Media splits their membership by employee to give personalized touches via email phone calls, 
birthday cards, etc.  They have great penetration of using mobile products.  They grow by products per 
member.   

 
What is your approach to growth through finding new opportunities in the networked world? 

 We had discussion on how credit unions must be careful not to say anything bad about banks, even 
though they can be tough competitors. 

 
What is your approach to growth through internet strategies and tactics?   

 Delta County also looks at growth from existing members.  They look at electronic strategies and don’t 
want to miss that area of growth.  The younger versus older generation marketing strategies were 
discussed.  You almost have to segment your membership based on technology. 

 All the credit unions mentioned the importance of keeping up with technology. 

 
General notes: 

 Cumberland has loan staff are variable rate employees who are paid very little wage with incentives.  It 
encourages them to be aggressive and steal loans.  They had to reduce their loan staff when this 
transition was made.  The Brett Christianson model, a military type model was used for this re-
structuring.    

Group 4 
(Scribe: John Beauchamp) 

 
What tactics are you counting on for growth today and in your future? 

 Seg based membership & community based – Seg based lost value of CU due to president. Hoping new 
president will create more opportunity as they see more value. New president is more CU friendly. 



 Meijer all over the state difficult to sign up new members one on one.  – Suggestion: Maybe go to each 
store once a month. Problem: can’t meet on the clock with potential members, frowned upon. Off the 
clock unsuccessful. Even benefits folks can’t meet with them, used to have goals for store managers to 
meet. Unions may play a factor. 

 Trying marketing info up front.  

 Used to give perks to managers no longer works. 

 Observation Meijer employees are called “Team members” same as CU “members.” 
o However if Benefits folks can’t meet with team members seems to be contradictory. 

 EdCo community CU on outs of Admin of DesMoines public schools  
o Outlined how CU can assist employees focus on jobs vs. worrying about financial situation 
o Positive outcome but a courting process to be sure. Took a long time. 
o Suggest courting them… 

 
What is your approach to traditional, organic growth? 

 Hard work for organic growth. 
 

What is your approach to growth through balance sheet alliances and mergers? 

 Merge crazy right now… balance sheets easy, culture hard. 
o Everyone wants better balance sheet, but a lot of work can’t understand why everyone so crazy 

to merge. 
o Small 5M vs. 92M board wouldn’t support. 
o Small CU approached First Trust to merge. Said no but will help you… told them they need to 

charging fees. 
o Seems if you help them they should come to you first if they want to merge. Some GR CU’s want 

to help each other without merger strings attached. 

 State says you should approach everyone under 100M about merger.  

 5M CU’s can’t afford all resources compliance etc. 

 Merged 3 yrs ago – painful accounting 2 buildings already now another… sold their building lost money. 

 Hard to take 5M merge into 80M members used to small staff known etc. bombarded with new services. 

 Look at future opportunity for growth how to you maintain culture community focus and personal feel. 
o Should provide more support of small CU’s. 

 
What is your approach to growth through finding new opportunities in the networked world? 

 Big loan reached out to other CU’s via participation loan. 

 Business loans a bit foreign not good at.  

 Participation business loans. Used CUSO wanted us to hire someone w/experience, using Commercial 
alliance. 

o Won’t take a whole loan even if could. 

 Does anyone use chamber of commerce or book of lists, SBA etc. for finding business loans? 
o Yes  
o Also have business dev. Person went to CUNA school. Researching other CU’s. 
o SBA when businesses researching we’re the only FI there. 

 NCUA, State didn’t want CU doing just any business loans, wanted to specialize in a business niche learn 
the market. 

o However local members are poor so not a great market so have to do business loans. 
o Should go through CUSO not go it alone, pitch that all hear, not single risk all on the CU. Info 

provided. 
 NCUA said don’t get into but very successful for us. 
 CUSO less risk because of their wanting to protect reputation. 

o Bottom line anything new examiners will complain.  
o Look made board aware what questions?  



o Manage examiner. 

 Our business person not meeting face to face asking a couple very specific questions moving on, not 
digging in. 
 

What is your approach to growth through internet strategies and tactics? 

 More social media 

 Love to see CUA get into texts vs. emails, critical  
o Whenever you set PIB / Acct alerts/member reach 
o Texts to staff from members. 
o Using google voice number assigned to an app. 
o Used for generic conservations, hours/fax number etc. 

 More app development. 

Group 5 
(Scribe: Julie Gessner) 

 
What is your approach to traditional, organic growth? 

 The Raddon approach- Cross Selling products and going to find new members-taking a look at the 
numbers  

 For the credit unions doing well or those not so well Cross selling services is the approach 

 Low income designation to go places we would not normally explore- applying for grants -volunteer 
income tax -no cap on business loans. (Note how can credit unions connect to others who have used this 
strategy and succeeded?)  

 Employee mandates to participate in 2 community functions per year.  

 Exposure gaining relevancy in the community through placement -purchase of buildings that provide 
exposure 

 Exposure through marketing CU Overdrive and Newsletters - Direct mail and use of dashboards 

 Bounties to pay current members to bring new money and new members  

 Finding the right niche within the community that you can get involved this provides exposure and 
branding. Walks, runs, football games JUST SHOW UP. It’s not out of the question to pay employees to 
show up however that’s not the goal or the point. Use of a competency program that includes 
volunteerism is one innovative approach to employee participation. Employees with kids in the schools 
can be another way.  

 When employees choose an entity with a dues the CU pays for the dues.  

 Financial Literacy Programs is one venue to explore- Junior Achievement-  

 Making an investment in the brand begins with the board  

 Get creative with programs for members that have the result of wearing your brand Frankenmuth Bucks  

 Bring your own clothes program- staff and employees bring their own clothes and the cu applies logo at 
low cost- CU has final say on the type of clothes and where they can where them.  

 How are we marketing to attract new members-new shares- new loans- Post office every door direct 
program to target new members by zip code. Can even go use a mail carrier specific program so that 
particular streets or neighborhoods are penetrated 



 Let the banks chase the members to you.  

 
What is your approach to growth through balance sheet alliances and mergers? 

 Use CLE to help you balance growth in the wrong areas 

 User of Indirect Lending- Does expense outweigh the cost- looking for indirect relationships with a 1 to 2 
percent payout. How do we overcome the challenge of fighting for the loan with others? Coaching 
members in advance and attractive refinance options. There are people and programs to help with this. 
Be choosy with the relationships you make. Make this part of an elite group. Do you need a 
person/employee to help you with this? Sometimes when you are in a small market with limited 
membership the indirect relationship can work to your advantage, can you offer lower rates that have 
not been presented by others.   

 Community charters?  

 Share your marketing materials with other credit unions?  

Group 6 
(Scribe: Liz Winninger) 

 The table spoke on their growth over the past few years.  Honor Credit Union (“Honor CU”) has stood on 
basic principles for their growth; serve each member and serve them well and don't apologize for it.  
Charles P. discussed his teams approach to growth.  Inland Valley Federal Credit Union (“Inland Valley 
FCU”) has not had a difficult time with their growth, but one of their most recent challenges has been 
how they can leverage technology to engage growth?  Inland Valley FCU currently is also focusing on 
how they can capture a larger wallet share from their current members.  Inland Valley FCU is currently 
looking to see how they can get into the market of mergers and start the discussion process with CEO's.  
They are looking to create a plan now in preparation for the next 5 years.  

 Scott M. - We are setting goals on member size and have been very people orientated.  Speaking off of 
one of Charles's points, there is concern with growth, mainly in the area of examiners and showing 
separation of duties.  As we grow, what are we missing?   

 Another point made by Scott M. - We use tiered services heavily; if a member wants to cash a check we 
charge them $5 for cashing that check. 

 Sally - We would like to see the network to host loyalty points.  

 Scott - The member give backs do not hit you hard, but they are scary to wade into.   

 The table was very interested to hear more about Honor CU’s marketing campaign.  Scott presented 
Honor CU’s “gift cards”.  Honor CU gives away a cardboard card that is worth $20 if they redeem it at 
and apply it to an account at Honor CU.  The cards are handed out within the community. They simply 
bring the card in and they the team will apply to their account.  The objective is to thank members for 
using Honor and encourage member growth.  They then have each employee share their stories of 
handing out the cards in the community.  Honor CU calls it gorilla marketing.  

 Charles P. – Inland Valley FCU does a similar campaign with t-shirts.  If you are wearing our tshirt we give 
something  

 Scott - Great idea! It is organic gorilla marketing.  If I see you at the fair wearing a tshirt we give you 
something.  Scott just started a $60 giftcard give away to non-members.  It is tiered also.   

 Honor has had success and likes to do non-traditional marketing.  “We sponsor goof ball stuff.” Scott  



 Randy - We have the ability to grow, but we can’t get the members in the door.   

 Charles - We discuss needing the growth.  Most of the CU's around us are community based, so people 
can join anywhere.  We started putting flyers on cars and then when they come in we give them $5 
Starbucks, $5 Jamba Juice.  If we are going to add people as members why not add the member who is 
going us the loan right away.  

 Rates DO not matter - Table consensus.  

 Charles P. - if members have kids lets work on getting their accounts  

 Scott - we are very aggressive on our dormant accounts, our fee is $50. Our reg e fee is $10/transfer. 
One member incurred $980 we credited it, but told them they needed to change.  

 FEES - we just want to get your attention, we don't want to take your money.  Just make sure you are 
not advertising you are going to give it back and don't charge minors. The state regulations vary so be-
careful with dormant accounts.   

 Sally - we do recaptured loans.  We will give a dollar value to a member with their loan. 

 Randy - concerns with indirect lending 

 You need to be careful with the indirect lending. 

 Scott - establish relationships and work them with dealers.  

 Discussion around CUDL.  Working on stealing loans, tiered incentives.  

 D&E loans - Charles spoke to his portfolio and how he is balancing it. 

 Home equities are coming back, Scott stated they did a 1.99.   

 If it was not CUDL - would you do it? Charles - yes Key component is collections in your loans.  

 Scott – What if you need to collect a little dirt to get the loans?  Does it square that risk out?  Spreading 
the risk out?  Cars hold value differently from California vs Michigan. 

Group 7 
(Scribe: Marsha Sapino) 

 
Do you have to grow? 

 Everyone is a community charter at the table.  

 If your eye isn’t on growth then the outcome is decline.  Growth is about challenging yourself and 
finding ways to grow your business member.  

 Kalsee needs loan growth, that is Mountain River’s goal as well.  

 Mountain river needs to tap the membership they have because they don’t have much room for 
membership growth. 

 What is growth? Head count? Loan growth? 

 Parkside – growth is maximizing your membership base 6x more expensive in marketing to try to get 
new members.  

o Change member’s behaviors (parkside) 
o Don’t give everything away free 



o Build a strong incentive program to grow the relationship 

 Parkside is feeing everyone for everything but has a tier program 

 Kenowa-change the behaviors of the membership.  

 Parkside-equally contribute.  Depending on the relationship tiers.  

 Mountain River – maybe get rid of fees and raise others to “play the board” 

 Park City – Make sure the staff is ready for those changes.  Role play, how to respond, help them 
understand the reason for the changes.  

 Parkside – staff are order takers not problem solvers.  They will be trained before any changes are made.  

 Kalsee – will you waive fees?  Parkside – limited.  It’s selective.  

 Kenowa – boss is looking at waivers…the staff knows. You want a raise? Make up the fees 

 Kalsee – provide good service.  Hire the talent instead of train.  

 Mountain – we don’t have the money to hire trainers.  

 Kenowa – They are the trainers.   

 Mountain river – train the staff and the membership. How to reach out to the mountain folk that don’t 
have internet connection…how far do you go to charge membership fees when you know they don’t 
have the means? 

 Parkside – adapt the approach that fits your community 

 Kalsee – younger folks don’t care about paying fees.  They pay for convenience.  

 Parkside  - a lot of members are not very intelligent.  Educate the membership.  They have to meet half 
way though.  A philosophical shift .  Help them improve their situation.  Requires conversation and a 
relationship with that member.  Helps learn what to sell to the member. 

 Park city – use member relationship to keep your members.  It should be everyone on the staff’s 
responsibility, not just membership.  

 Kenowa – worst asset size to be. Not big enough to pay for what’s needed. Big enough to draw 
attention.  

 Park city – operational expense moved all hourly employees from 40 hours to 38 hours.  Made a huge 
difference.  $300,000.00 saved. Tweak the organization maybe not the fees and membership as much.  

 Mountain river – part time employees as well and health care.  

 Kalsee- they like the part time employees as well 

 Kenowa- high school kids 

 Mountain river – future business leaders  

 Kenowa – kids bring kids in 



 Park city – partner with first empire securities – purchase mortgage back securities.  Lift on income 
$165k .  Use them to set up the liquidity lines for interest rate risk.  Working with them to look at how to 
get loan participation.  State charter CU.  

 Mountain River – looking for a CU in the system to partner with.  I have the money to spend on that.  I 
will put 3 million into it.  

 Park City – anyone use quick rate?  Parkside does.   

Group 8 
(Scribe: Jill Marsh) 

 
What is your approach to traditional, organic growth? 

 Margaret – have you had your strategic planning sessions yet? 

 We’ve invorporated all these dynamics in ours already and now we are working on how to grasp this. 
We have steady, slow growth, not overwhelmed by flooding growth. 

 Mike – we need to budget for organic growth. We strive for merger. Mergers is also on Margaret’s list, 
her CUs desires. 

 Mike – last year we did three mergers at one time, PowerCo, Western and Member’s First – all three 
about the same size, about 50 million. Took four years to get that deal done. It’s a lot of negotiation. 
Janelle – was it healthy credit unions that you merged with. One had flat earnings, slightly negative but 
we wanted to turn them around in a year. The way I approach is different for everyone. A lot of my time 
is spent figuring out how to approach people and not burn bridges. 

 Margaret – we have breakfast once a month with our credit unions in our community – even if 
eventually we want to merge with them.  

 Mike – A partnership is the terminology we use. 

 Mike – we don’t really want to hire our own dedicated mortgage specialist – what if we work together 
with another credit union to partner – leads to a good relationship if nothing else. I’ve called people and 
gotten “no” many times. I look at the financials, look peer to peer, across the country to see trends. You 
start to see who fits with who you are.  

 Margaret – It’s just that first call that’s scary. ($50 million cu). “I want to make the call” 

 Connie – under capital restoration plan, going well. As a CEO you hate be approached. If you call me I’m 
over you. If my colleagues make that call, I’m on their side. If Janelle called me, we have a relationship 
I’ll take the call, you start to know who you need to work with. 

 Janelle-  we had someone in our area that began having the social stigma that they were trying to merge 

 Margaret’s board is having that struggle with the reputation of being that cu that wants to merge 

 Mike- you have to be careful not to offend anyone – clearly there are wrong approaches. In your 
communities you get together with your close-knit colleagues. I spend a llotof time figuring out how to 
approach that person. I’m not saying they are failing and that’s why I want them. I want them because I 
think they are a good branch, a good blend. Could be a good addition to our community. 

 Mike - If I was trying to blend with a CEO that had the exact same type of personality as me I don’t think 
it would work as well.  



 I don’t believe Mergers are bad. I think you can go about it the wrong way. If you can target small credit 
unions it could get that perception. We think CUs are really going to struggle if we can’t get a good, 
larger sense. We need the resources. As the CEO you can only go so far. 

 James – we are in the same situation of a tight knit. We have monthly meetings with other CUs to cover 
topics.. We are going through a merger next year with a healthy small CU. They are the second highest $ 
in the area, we are the first. We have a three year budgeting plan and we update it yearly. The Board 
lets me guide the budget plan. Their call reports are healthy. Loans are declining. I opened the 
conversation saying hey I just want to throw this out there for you. I’m seeing these problems on our 
end, are you experiencing the same thing? What would you think of helping each other, working 
together? 

What is your approach to growth through balance sheet alliances and mergers? 
 James – this is our plan, no one is losing their jobs, you’re not losing your identity. When your members 

call they are going to talk to your staff, not us. We signed the resolutions at this last board meeting. We 
didn’t even have to do a pre-agreement. Your credit union is not going to lose your identity. 

 Mike – if I’m promising anything I use an addendum. We do our own merger packet. We do have a law 
firm that does the new rules for mergers , the details. It’s expensive, it’s a pain in the butt. 

 Mike – Charley McQueen has done two or three of our mergers. 

 Dat – if you fit into that frame, that identity. After the merge it’s very important to know the 
consequences AFTER the fact. Make sure it’s a good fit from the start otherwise the consequences will 
sneak up out of the result.  

 Margaret – premise of this isn’t to gobble up CUs. Iv’e had CEOS call my board trying to merge us. I’ve 
been the victim year after year after year. They came to me at tactics and approached me saying I 
wasn’t a good CEO that I was a bad wife, that I should be staying home to take care of my ex-husband. 
It’s not about this. It’s about still having a job, keeping a community together through a partnership. 

 Dat – I’m a new kid on the block. This is my fourth week at Puget Sound. I came from the banking world. 
Group: wow, congratulations, or…sorry.   

 Our CU is small, 4 employees.  They told me there is a huge difference in the CU and the banking field. 
It’s different but I love it! My CU is very awesome. But it doesn’t mean the CU is profitable. Our CU 
world can be so diverse and everything but we need to have profit. If we can do loans and the other CU 
cannot do loans, why not help each other out.  

 As a member I would want to see some kind of growth to show the return on investment. Sometimes 
having wonderful ratios is not all the importance. There has to be some kind of return. I’ve already felt 
in the first month, it’s so important to have CUs network. I’ve already found that I need to do some 
participation. We need to convert some of this liquidity into loans. Good idea, but HOW? I’m looking for 
someone to participate and help us get loans and offer to our members. I have commercial lending 
experience. Looking in our area – WHO does loans. I reached out to the NCUA to make sure I had 
included everything. I have to create a business checking account in order to start a business loan. 

 Janelle – You might have to go out of your area to find that experience. I’ve been doing participations 
and we partnered with Progressive CU. New rules capped at lesser of $5 million. The program has been 
going pretty well. We’ve looked at doing participation loans for CU Student Loans. 10,000 members. Visa 
program has really contributed to income for our CU.  

 Mike – how is that program going for you? I’d be pretty freaked out. We thought about linking up with 
them. 



What is your approach to growth through internet strategies and tactics? 
 Mike – I’ve been all over CU Answers about an Online Accounting Solution. It’s basically just a contact 

form. We haven’t found a good way to utilize it yet. We wanted to put it in a less prominent place on 
our website because it doesn’t accomplish anything. It’s not linked well yet with CU Answers. They want 
to get traction with online account  

 We are just bringing Edoc on right now. 

 I don’t think CU Answers will be able to own all of that. Maybe Randy will find a way but there is more 
work that needs to be done at this point.  

 Margaret - A CU that I’m looking at are 20% capital but their loans are shrinking and shrinking and they 
can’t do that anymore so we are wanting to help them continue and grow through us.  

 James – we needed help in the accounting department, it was a good fit. Everything is just working out 
great.  

 Margaret – what would you have done differently if the CUs were the equal size. James – we would 
open that conversation, what would be the best plan. How would we structure. There was no back and 
forth. 

 Mike – usually the cu that you are wanting to merge is looking for a leader. Most times they don’t know 
which direction to turn. They’ve likely had the conversation before but they didn’t know how to start. 
Didn’t know where to start. If you can find the way to connect and not burn a bridge. 

 Dat – Your credit union NEEDS liquidity. We need some loans. Now the question is, you guys are in 
different states, can I participate and partner with you guys? I’m unaware of the regulations.  

 Mike & Janelle – yes we can. It’s still better than certificates.  

 Janelle - Participation Loan Program – shared on Policy Pro – model policies are out there and they’ve 
been tested  

 Loan growth still sits at 7 and 8 %. 

 Mike – it’s about finding the right product. We’ve had a 12 year mortgage product that we’ve put out 
there. It’s something different. There has not been an end to it yet and we’ve been doing that for about 
2 years. Still a good growth in it. Probably about 15 – 20 million in the 12 year loans this year. It’s a niche 
program.  

Group 9 
(Scribe: Jim Vilker) 

 
What is your approach to traditional, organic growth? 

 Define traditional…..  
o waiting for people to come to your 
o growth in spite of you…. 
o in the box thinking 
o Old playbook 1972 to 1999 
o growing within the current field of membership  

 D/M Police wants to inspire and offer the gift of membership to family members and also SEG based 
stroking.    They grew 8% last year.    Also utilize ambassadors in the work space who are members and 
look for opportunities to let people know about the credit union.   Nucleus of the work groups.   Also, 
use a constant contact newsletter.   Considered to be a traditional growth strategy by the group.   Janet 



stated you have to stick to it and has a cumulative affect.   Persistence and consistence.   Hire carefully 
so they can speak to the groups they want to attract.    

 Pivoting away…… Todd expanding through relationships and likes Janet’s advocate program…..  

 Chris has a community charter and he believes it is getting harder to gain membership through local 
loyalty.    Chris stated traditional methods don’t work anymore and numbers in community charter is 
not going to work moving forward.   Members now want the right now….example kids won’t wait for 
credit committee. 

 
What is your approach to growth through balance sheet alliances and mergers? 

 Todd’s belief that his investment CU*NW is one example that he thinks he needs to repeat with other 
organizations.     

 Janet has had three credit unions approach her in last five weeks that want to merge with her.   They 
have formed a committee to discuss what a merger process would look like.   They are all public service 
types of credit unions.   Other than Jeff no-one has gone through a merger in last five years. 

 Balance sheet alliances defined as participating on loans and sharing resources.  

 Barb spoke about utilizing Xtend to gain members 

 Dave solution… survey the members who joined last month…. They discovered they need to reward the 
members who are referring people.   Didn’t work for Barb.   

 Jeff said get a focus group of those members to actually interview those people and get the information 
on why.  Dave said reward the tellers for talking to members about their lives and gain intel on family 
members who are not members of the credit union.      

 Jeff said do not forget mergers…easy way to grow.  Spoke about the free year as an incentive and how it 
is rewarding to the merging in.    Jeff is putting together a “why would you merge” with us document.   
Board is the single biggest asset when talking to the community and make it appear as though they are a 
commercial for why they should merge with you.  

Group 10 
(Scribe: Pauline VanZalen) 

 
1.  Tri Cities is looking at mobile technology.   

 Small CU is hard to find the income to start this process.   

 Interested parties are Bryan Myers and Mary Matheson. 

 Tri-Cities is considering getting a designation of low-income to aide in getting support for more service. 

 Evie Rasmussen has an agreement with Nitro/CU*Mobile with a start-up cost of $2,000.00 to have a 
personalized logo they pay monthly.   

 6% of their members are using the product and they rolled it out in March.  They have gotten very 
positive comments on this product.   

o Evie and Scott Collins opened up their Mobile banking and discussed the options available. 

o Evie Marketed on Facebook, Onserts, Tweet 



 CU*Wallet – she is very interested in this.  She has partnered with PayDient on a very small scale but 
they need 10 million members.  (The group was very interested in this.)  

o They have partners with Walmart, Starbucks.  You swipe your phone to use your debit card.  
(PayDient is the company that sells and markets the product.) 

o CU’s don’t have this product as of yet.   

o Evie stated how many give cards that Starbuck sold last year. 

 Bryan is interested in getting a mobile loan application.   

 Bryan is losing members because he doesn’t have Mobile Banking because that is what the young 
members are looking for. 

 Scott Collins – the biggest challenge is keeping the content current.  Making sure that you have a short-
term contract as there is a lot of volatility in the market. 

 
2.  Non-member lending – buying names to solicit loans.   

 Evie has used Experian to get their lists of members and then sent out mailings of about 3500 at a time.  

o Follow-up phone call drives the % higher for penetration.  (Scott Collins has notes on this for 
Xtend. )  

o Evie used CUNA’s Sertech.  Paid $4,000.00 now with the last release they can do this in-house.  
Last campaign noted growth in loans and deposits. 

 Scott discussed the Hyper Drive available for this project as well as sending tweets etc. from his team. 

 
3.  TBA is currently working on a Participation Venture with a Bank for Mortgages.   

 The bank is going to hold the servicing and the loans will be participated with her CU.  This bank is 
getting out of the mortgage area.  Lake Michigan is in their area now and has been very competitive.   

 Byran From Vacationland is also working with a bank 

 Tri Cities is considering participation loans as well.    

o Tri-Cities was told that they are too small with their capital to get into business lending.  
Auditors said that the Risk level was too high for them.  

 Bryan – They have participated (in the taxi-cab loans but did not find that it was very lucrative).  They 
had 2.5 million and they did not really pay off.  They have since sold these loans. 

4.  Business Lending 
 Discussion ensued on Bicycle loans for Portland - from Evie Rasmussen  

 
 


